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Between work and play. Between interaction 
and contemplation. Between focus and 
wander. Between being alone and together. 
The Embrace Collection is the new timeless 
and generous active lounge for making you 
feel at home, wherever you are.

Follow your 
intuition 
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Embrace | concept



Embrace  
every moment. 
Embrace 
everywhere.
The Embrace Collection is suitable for a 
wide array of spaces and uses. From small 
intimate seating to large landmark settings. 
For private time and open meet ups.  
lts embracing and playful design invites  
you to meet, to work, to call, to relax, to play 
and to celebrate.

“The distinction between feeling at home  
and being at work has disappeared”
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Embrace | about



“We design for people. 
Whoever they are,  
whatever they do”

- HofmanDujardin
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Embrace | about

Romantic and playful. Casual and chic. With an 
endless number of configurations and a broad range 
of colour variations, you easily create a flexible, 
harmonious and welcoming environment. Two colour 
tones provide a sophisticated look and feel.
The solid design made from robust and sustainable 
materials follows the Ahrend design tradition.

The Embrace Collection embraces 
you, embraces your team, embraces 
your family and embraces your 
guests. The supporting buttoned 
shell in combination with the 
soft inside pillows surround 
you comfortably, making you 
feel protected and acoustically 
secluded. Choose a secure spot 
for contemplation and inspiration. 
Or take a seat out in the open for 
brainstorming and exchanging 
thoughts. A collection with a truly 
versatile and natural design that 
shapes itself to our human needs.
Where freedom of choice is leading.

Embrace 
distinction

Natural  
balance 
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Embrace | specifications

THE BASICS
 • lnfinite configurations
 • Sustainable materials
 • Deep buttoned shell
 • Two tones of a colour: pillows matching 

the buttons, piping matching the shell 

THE OPTIONS
 • High, low or no backrest
 • Legs in black metal or natural oak wood
 • The back pillows can be delivered in  

1 or 2 sections depending on the type  
of element

Specifications
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“Designed to create intuitive interiors”
- HofmanDujardin
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Embrace | specifications

Embrace Modules

1 seater

2 seaters

3+ seaters

Inspirational SettingsConfigurations

The Embrace Collection gives you the possibility of generating infinite 
and diverse settings with their own identity. All modules are available 
with a high, low or without a backrest.

Everybody’s darling
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Embrace | designer

Designed by  
HofmanDujardin 
HofmanDujardin’s Office villa feels beautifully 
balanced. Both calm and exciting. Elegant and 
simple. lnspiration comes from all over the world. 
Fourteen nationalities are represented and nine 
different languages are spoken, but sketches do 
most of the talking. Welcome to HofmanDujardin.

They are architects that put people first. Since 
1999, they create dynamic spaces that work well 
and feel good. Their projects result from an unique 
and personal approach they call Shaping lntuition® 
with a focus on the well-being of humans in
the surroundings. They give people the individual 
opportunity to harmonize the qualities of 
spaciousness, groundedness, expression and 
connection. They combine these with their cultural 
values which shapes their projects: clarity, quality, 
personality and inspiration.

The design team of Embrace Collection consists 
of Barbara Dujardin, Michiel Hofman, Bo Winnubst 
and David Hernández López.
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Colours and materials

Embrace | materialization

Kvadrat Canvas 2 Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 Kvadrat Merit
Camira Main Line Flax  
& Main Line Plus

The Embrace Collection can be upholstered in the following ton-sur-ton colour 
combinations, enhancing the shape and the personality of the product. The pillows 
and buttons are upholstered in the dark tone, shell and piping in the light tone.
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414/446 236/453 026/025

154/174 383/195 041/004

654/694 686/276 039/040

124/134 113/153 043/003

614/454 436/576 035/032

836/984 946/966 017/019

734/794 883/796 012/005

MLF07/MLF17

MLF16/MLF28

MLF14/IF101

MLF02/MLF26

MLF08/IF142

MLF25/IF231

IF027/MLF36



Ahrend Inspiration Centre Amsterdam 
Laarderhoogtweg 25 
1101 EB Amsterdam 
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000

Showroom Sint-Oedenrode
Kofferen 60 
5492 BP Sint-Oedenrode 
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000

Showroom Rotterdam
Vasteland 22 
3011 BL Rotterdam 
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000

Inspiration Centre Belgium
Romboutsstraat 9 
1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe 
Belgium 
+32 (0)2 716 22 00 

Germany
Zollstockgürtel 61 
D-50969 Köln 
Germany 
+49 (0) 221 168500 08 

UK
17 Charterhouse Buildings 
London EC1M 7AP 
United Kingdom 
+44 (0)20 - 7566 7466 

France
Ahrend Furniture NV/SA
Building « LES MONTALETS »
2 rue de Paris
F-92190 Meudon
+33 (0)6 37 81 29 08 

 Ahrend Furniture NV/SA
Sky Center La Marseillaise
2 rue Quai D’ARENC
F- 13002 Marseille
+33 (0)6 37 81 51 21

Spain & Portugal
+34 639 346 778 

Czech Republic
U Tovaren 770/1b 
102 00 Prague 10 - Hostivar 
Czech Republic 
+420 (0)224 810 148 

Russia
Nizhnij Susalnyj per., 
d. 5 str. 19 pom. 2 komn. 11 
105064 Moscow 
Russia
+7 495 729 99 14 

United Arab Emirates
Dubai Design District 
Building 1B - Office 507 & 508 
Dubai 
+971 (4) 4589 988 

APAC Inspiration Centre China
Unit 208, No. 358 Xuijiahui Road 
Shanghai 
China 200025 
+86 6387 7718 

Ahrend is an international leader in office furniture, with a passion for creating 
inspiring working environments that bring out the best in people and their 
organization. Products and interiors are designed to encourage wellbeing and 
productivity. Ahrend always finds the solution that best fits the needs, whether  
it involves workplaces, reception areas or meeting rooms.

www.ahrend.com

Contact us

©Ahrend  All rights reserved
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher.  
Interested parties are being requested to contact Ahrend via communications@ahrend.com
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